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Knowledge visualization is the expression of knowledge through graphical presentations with the goal of 

validating or communicating knowledge.  Formal knowledge, which is used in Data Modeling, the 

Semantic Web, etc., is based on ontologies and rules, which can be represented in (Description and 

Horn) logics and presented as (generalized) graphs.  Graph Inscribed Logic (Grailog) visualization can be 

used to present languages of the Rule Markup Language (RuleML) system.  Grailog graphs contain 

labelnodes which present individuals or classes/relations, the latter permitted as starting points of 

directed hyperarcs, which can pass through multiple nodes.  RuleML, serialized in the Extensible Markup 

Language (XML), is used as the source representation that is translated by Extensible Stylesheet 

Language Transformations (XSLT) to the Grailog target presentation, XML-serialized in Scalable Vector 

Graphics (SVG).  The RuleML/XML’s ultimate Grailog visualization shown by SVG-aware viewers or 

directly by SVG-enabled browsers is the result of a 2-dimensional rendering of the SVG/XML.   

Grailog KS Viz is an existing tool that transforms Datalog RuleML/XML knowledge to Grailog 

visualizations in SVG/XML using an XSLT translator.  In Grailog KS Viz 2.0, advanced functionality has 

been developed for Datalog+ equality formulas and Horn Logic (Hornlog), allowing complex terms (with 

arbitrary levels of function nesting), including Hornlog+ equality, to be visualized in Grailog.  The tool has 

also been extended from n-ary relations with n ≥ 2 to those with n ≥ 1 (including classes as unary 

relations), based on the labelnode normal form of Grailog.   

Grailog KS Viz temporally uses internal JavaScript to calculate the coordinates of, and create unique 

variable names for, the SVG elements.  The SVG is rendered on-the-fly in a browser without being saved 

locally.  This allows the tool to be easily accessed and used across a variety of platforms without any 

additional software.  The problem with this approach is that some browsers block the JavaScript 

depending on the security setting of the browser.  By post-processing the SVG to remove the JavaScript, 

which is no longer needed after positioning the SVG elements, we were able to eliminate issues with 

browser security.     

The visualization of function applications with multiple levels of nesting was evaluated using preliminary 

test cases that illuminate knowledge about graph-theoretical definitions.  In our experiments with 

RuleML/XML (plain text) documents having sizes of up to 24KBs (1320 lines of data, 27 letter-format 

pages) the SVG rendering has been highly efficient, incurring negligible response times. 


